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Hydrangea planting guide

This site is not available in your country This site is not available in your country The Incrediball hydrangea (Hordrangia arborescens Abetovo Incrediball) is a deciduous, deciduous flowering shrub. Like hydrangea Annabelle, it is resilient and flowers on a new tree, but Incrediball has stronger branches and larger flower heads than Annabelle. The name of the variety is Abetwo, while Incrediball – especially,
not amazing is a trademark. Incrediball is probably chosen as a name to trumpet impressive ball sizes of flowers. Incrediball hydrangea plants can be used in the landscape in a number of ways. These shrubs are attractive enough to be used separately as sample plants. Some gardeners choose to grow them en masse along the property line to form a boundary, while others include them in the planted
foundation. Their shade-tolerance makes them suitable for forest gardens, although they can produce larger flower heads in full sun than in partial shade. Hydrangeas of inverties are plants that attract butterflies. These shrubs are considered fast-growing and are usually planted in the autumn. Under favorable conditions can be expected to live 20 years. Botanical name Hydrangea arborescens Avia
Incrediball Common name Incrediball hydrangea, smooth hydrangea plant type Deciduous flowering shrub mature size 4 to 5 feet tall and wide sun exposure full sunlight to shade Soil type Any soil pH blooms June to August Color White Hardness Zones 3 to 9 Native Area Eastern United States Spruce / Letícia Almeida Spruce / Letícia Almeida These plants will grow in USDA vegetation zones 4 to 9 and
are potentially hard to zone 3 in a suitable microclimate. Nursery plants 1.5 to 6 meters apart, center of the center. As they grow, they can create wonderful hedges, although you can also grow them in very large garden salsals. Incrediball hydrangea grows in full sun to partial shade, and the latter is preferable in a dry climate. If you live in the south, give the plant shade in the hot afternoons. In the north,
the full sun can be tolerated throughout the day. Plant the Incrediball Hydrangea in rich garden soil that will keep the roots moist. Unlike some other hydrangeas, the color of the Flower of Incrediball is not affected by the pH of the soil. While the petals of other types of hydrangeas can change colors due to pH, it is a white plant hydrangea, pure and simple. These varieties of hydrangeas are surprisingly
tolerant of drought. If the plant is grown in the sun, provide regular moisture in the soil. Once established, the ideal temperature for H. arborescens pushes about 70 degrees Fahrenheit during the day and just below 60 degrees Fahrenheit at night. However, during the bud development stage, hydrangeas need six weeks of temperatures below 65 degrees. Toss hydrangea once in spring with 15-30-15
formula or similar in order to dictate the Grafting young plants when they are asleep in the spring. Established plants, especially when grown larger, are difficult to move, although this is not impossible. After transplantation, cut the upper growth to reduce water loss. Multiply H. arborescens by cutting and rooting. First, take a 5-to-6 inch cut from a hydrangea branch, ideally from one that does not flower this
year. Then remove the lower leaves from the two lower nodes and dip the cuttings into a rooted hormone. Place the cut in a sterile medium (such as moist vermiculite or coarse sand), well water it and let it drain until the soil becomes moist, but do not bend. Cover it with plastic, but do not let the plastic touch the leaves. Place the cuttings in bright light, but not in the sun. After the soil begins to feel a little
dry, water the soil again. Cuttings will form roots for about two to three weeks. All types of Hydrangea arborscens are toxic to dogs, cats and horses due to the content of cyanogen glycoside. Although cases are rare, symptoms of consumption include vomiting, depression, and diarrhea. If people swallow H. Arborscens, they may experience a slightly upset stomach. Touching parts of the plant can cause
allergic reactions. Incrediball hydrangea plants and other hydrangea shrubs in the native American smooth leaf group (including Invincibelle Spirit, another variety inspired by Annabelle) bloom on a new tree. Therefore, the question of when to cut is significantly simplified, because there is no problem to lose flower buds, which are formed on an old tree, or the growth of the previous year. For the same
reason, flower buds will not be killed in a cold winter. Cut infredibal hydrangea plants at any time between the first hard cold of autumn and early spring. Depending on your preferences, you can make pruning cut right to the ground, as new shoots will be generated. Most gardeners choose for early spring pruning, taking advantage of the visual interest dried flowers heads add to the yard of autumn. Since
flower heads consist mainly of difficult sepals, they continue in autumn, although the color fades to a tan. People often cut off some of the heads of flowers for use in dry arrangements. Hydrangeas are not susceptible to serious pests or diseases, but they can fall victim to frequent complaints such as random floury mildews. If it rises and the problem is serious, treat the plant with fungicide and destroy all
the fallen leaves in the autumn months. Diana is a member of the Royal Horticultural Society. She loves gardening. He likes to photograph and paint plants. Did you know that iris, azalea and hydrangea plants are considered toxic plants? Most people know about many poisonous plants such as mistletoe, deadly night shave and poison ivy, but as a precaution, it is important to know about other toxic such
as iris, azalea and hydrangea, which can necessarily kills, but can still poison someone and make them feel very bad.Paradoxically, many potentially harmful plants, including irises, are also considered medicinal properties. Danger! Iris, Azalea and Hydrangea are all poisonous plantsFazedenconfusion, you need to be aware which plants are poisonous thus you can protect your children and family!
Poisoned iris from the Chelsea ShowOlute Confusion 1. Poisonous vegetation: Iris (also known as flag)Iris bulbs are poisonous, probably only slightly. Irises contain potentially toxic compounds irisin, iridin, or irisin. Poisonous parts: Bulb, leaves, and stemSymptoms of poisoning: The gastrointestinal tract can be affected by glycoside iridin, causing nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and fever.
Also, iris can cause skin irritation or dermatitis. Medical purposes: In ancient times, the Egyptians would grind together salt, small doses of dried iris, mint and pepper to make a substance to clean the teeth. Recent research has shown that iris really has beneficial properties, and a preparation made of iris is effective in fighting gum disease. Poisonous plant AzaleaGlorenconfusion2. Poison plant: Is Azalea
poisonous to humans? Yes, it is! Azaleas are a subspecies of rhomodendron. Azaleas and rhooddendrons are decorative shrubs that flowers in the spring. They are grown for their bunches of spectacularly bright and joking flowers and evergreen leaves. Unfortunately, they have potentially toxic leaves and flowers, and even honey from their flowers can be poisoned. Poisonous parts: Their flowers and
leaves contain glycosides, but especially andromedoxin. It is a volatile resin that, if ingested, burns the mouth, and thus usually discourages potential victims from consuming dangerous amounts of leaves. Symptoms of poisoning: The human digestive tract is able to break small doses of andromedoxins into harmless compounds, so human deaths from eating these plants are rare. However, victims who
consume a lot can suffer from nausea, vomiting, abdominal upsets and low blood pressure. People who regularly eat affected honey can also suffer from similar chronic symptoms . Treatment: Detoxification and fluid replacement by doctors. Poisonous hydrangea (its botanical face macrophila). The one above is of the type Lacecapchnolatenconfusion3. Poisonous vegetation: Hydrangea (Hydrangea
Macrophila)Who would have thought hydrangeas were poisonous plants? Hydrangea (botanical name: Hydrangea Macrophila) is a plant that is poisonous to humans, although usually not deadly. Poisonous parts: leaves, buds, flowers and bark. The poisonous component is Hydragin.Symptoms: stomach pain, nausea, vomiting, sweating, diarrhea, lethargy and, in severe cases, more serious problems such
as difficulty breathing, convulsions and coma. Sensitive people can develop contact dermatitis from working with plants. Treatment: Doctors will help you breathe more easily and administer medicines to return to your normal heart beat. If you have irises, Azaleas or Hydrangeas in your Garden, do not panic that if you have them in your garden, you will be poisoned, just that they can affect you I will only
mention that I have all these plants in my garden, and I have never experienced any adverse effects, neither my cat nor anyone I know. What can we do with this? Was I very careful? Until I started researching, I had no idea these plants were poisonous. Since I was a child, I have been aware that plants with white juice, such as ponce, are poisonous, and I learned the hard way (when my fingers turned
black and burned) that the cocks are poisonous, but these beautiful beauties never! Am I lucky? I'm going to have to answer that. So, what are we going to put on my happiness? All I can say is that I have planted them, touched them, nourished them and even pruned them without developing the symptoms described above. Maybe some people are more sensitive to harmful substances than I am. and, of
course, I always wash my hands after gardening, and I do not tend to lick my fingers or rub my eyes after touching plants, whether they are poisonous. I hope these long habits will take me into my place now that Coronanovirus is the new enemy. Did that save me from being poisoned? It's hard to say. But it seems to be good advice in general. More poisonous plants in this seriesThis content is accurate
and true with the best of the author's knowledge and is not intended to replace official and individualized advice from a qualified specialist. Questions &amp;quot;AnswerQ:I am growing irises and companion planting with mandarins to see the effect of water retention at the roots, as well as the potential effect on fertility. Do you think so? A: I've never heard of irises that are used as companion plants, but it's
probably worth a try, just as an experiment. Q: My granddaughter put a few hydrangea flowers in her mouth, but she looks good. What else can I do? Answer: It is clear that by the time I received this question, you would probably find out if hydrangea flowers had any ill effects. My advice to anyone else who is read this is to talk to a pharmacist or doctor as quickly as possible. I am not able to give detailed
medical advice - I studied law, not medicine! Question: Can iris leaves give you a rash like poison ivy? Answer: Iris leaves can give you a rash, but it will depend on your sensitivity, I guess, since I certainly never had a problem working with them. I don't know if it's similar to a poisonous rash, but I think it is. I stretched down to clear the old leaves and my stems tore the skin in several places. I developed
cellulite and Rash. Did the dead hydrangeas do this? Answer: Hydrangeas can cause skin problems in some people. Of course, if the skin rash and cellulite happened exactly where your skin is torn, then it seems likely that hydrangea is the cause. As I said in my article, poisonous parts are leaves, buds, flowers and bark. The poisonous component is Hydragin. According to Healthline : Cellulite occurs
when certain types of bacteria enter through an incision or crack in the skin. Cellulitis is often caused by staphylococcal and streptococcal bacteria. I will not go into details here, but most likely you need to see a doctor, since cellulite can be serious. Q: I have hydrangea planted right in front of a big window. I was sick for some time; I was dead and having trouble breathing. Could the bush be poisoned in the
air? A: That's controversial. According to pollen library ( , some reports related hydrangea pralen with hay, but the allergenic potential of this pollen is not well studied. According to Teleflora ( ... Hydrangeas are not allergic. According to Allergic Life ( ... hydrangeas can cause allergies because they release pollen into the air instead of relying on insect pollination. So the penny still seems to be in the air, but
since the air may be contaminated by pollen, I would say it is better to remove the bush. However, I think you may consider whether this is the first year you have had flowering hydrangea outside your window, or whether you have had it for years and have never been affected by it before. Having said that, I am not a doctor, but it seems possible that an allergy may develop suddenly, even when you have
not previously been allergic to the same substance. If you reluctantly decide to remove the plant, remember that it is easy to take cuttings of hydrangea and sweat them. When they are rooted, plant one or more of them in a more distant part of the garden, where you will not constantly breathe in any pollen. Feedback - Leave your comment below - It's so nice to know what people thinkTrisha on June 23,
2020: Five years ago, while gardening, including planting hydrangea, I developed a crazy antibiotic/antifungal-resistant infection that started on my wrist after a scratch from a hydrangea branch. I recovered after four days in the hospital. We've never completely finished what happened. Was it the bacteria on my skin? Tolch or a finger that's scratched? This summer, while I was trimming the same plant, I
scratched my wrist again! Just a little this time. It's not in my blood right above my glove. I considered it, but without breaking the skin, I continued to work in the garden. Two days later, the rash begins again. At the beginning of my wrist, hours later, my knuckles, elbows, it looks like rashes on my joints. Five years ago, the infection blossomed and blossomed in my hollows all over my body. I am convinced
that this is and is an allergy to hydrangea, not resistance infection. I love hydrangea, but I can't touch them. - It's poison ivy for me. It's a BTW hydrangea. Diana Grant (author) from the UK on 01 September 2018:Here is a link to the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, pointing out two long lists of plants that are or are not toxic to cats: I hope this will help as they are much more aware
of this. Pat ragano on August 2, 2018:Are Christmas cactus and orchids poisenius cats. Julie on July 27, 2018:Hi there.I only have to wlk past hydrogen and my airways limit so suddenly can not breathe and need to get out quickly . This has been happening for years, and while my neighbor's garden has flourished with them, I even have to go to the jury, there is wind. Strange, I know, but very trueDiana
Grant (author) from the UK on June 5, 2018:Thanks for the information. Poor dog - I'm glad it didn't have lasting effects. Laurie on May 28, 2018: Hydrangeas are poisonous to dogs. This morning I threw out a flower arrangement and dropped two hydrangeas of flowers...... My 50 standard poodles took them and chewed them, didn't swallow them. do not swallow them. She got sad, she started throwing up.
can not stop .... I washed her face and mouth with lukewarm water, shaved my front paw and applied phenegran gel..... she relaxed and stopped vomiting...... I slept a little... I woke up and ate chicken with bacad... I drank some water. I feel better!! ... All right, thank God he's okay!!!!.. Katie on May 16, 2018:I never new Iris is poison they were justIt sits there, growing in my gardenThelma Alberti from
Germany and the Philippines on February 21, 2018:I I didn't know these plants were poisonous. Thanks for the head. Diana Grant (author) from the UK on September 21, 2017:I'm sorry to hear that. I am quite surprised as I have increased masses of crocosmia (montbretia) for years, and have not had any bad experience. Undoubtedly, some people are more sensitive than others. Joan P on September
16, 2017:I recently pulled grasses in my garden and was scratched from the leaves of the crocodile leaf and burned my skin and sent oscillations on my left hand, I immediately tried to shake off my skin with lukewarm water, it did nothing, so I tried antibacterial soap, then vinegar that seemed to work best! Once still burning and tingling (not a nice tingling) ! Then I tried to aloe straight from the plant! After an
hour, it's less painful! I have contact dermatitis, but never like this!!! David on 29 October 2016:I was born and raised in Savannah, GA. My brothers, my friends, and I ate Azalea flowers. When we were hungry and out, we chose flowers and eat them like crazy. They are actually quite sweet and delicious! Amy on June 20, 2016:I recently planted four Hydrangeas very close to my vegetables. I have no idea
they're down. Does anyone know if it's safe? I really appreciate your help. Ana Maria Orantes of Miami Florida on August 8, 2015: I Like your hub. Some plants are dangerous. I'm glad I am. You are informing people about this beautiful poisenous flowers. I treat all flowers with causality, because it is not easy to know. What, plants and flowers can resist us. You did an amazing job. I like the pictures. The
information and the organization are good. Thank you for not missing out on the gloriousindification of the information. Be sure to check out your subtittles.sandrawelch on August 08, 2015: Very informative, thank you. I like to go with my grandson, like a foursome, he likes to touch anything. As a very sweet little boy, he always wants to choose flowers to go home to mom. I appreciate the list, and I'm going
to use it. Virginia Allen of Central Florida on August 7, 2015: I didn't know hydrangea was a plant problem. Since I don't have kids around, I'm going to keep cultivating it. Katherine Grace from San Francisco on September 13, 2014: Thanks for the information. My 2-year-old granddaughter and I often meet hydrangeas on our walks, so I am grateful to learn that all parts of the plant are poisonous. She asks
me the name of almost every plant in its field of vision and increasingly shows interest in the different species and sizes of leaves. For Egyptians who use pieces of iris in their tooth care mixture, don't you wonder how the ancients made these discoveries? - Definitely. Susan Holland of southwestern Missouri on September 13, 2014, I have plants and I never considered them poisonous. Thanks for sharing!
Voices and shared! Barbara Tremblay Cipak from Toronto, Canada on September 13, 2014: I'm a little in the dark about what's toxic in the plant department, so I very much appreciate your page! Sandy Mertens of Frozen Tundra on September 13, 2014:These flowers are very beautiful. It is interesting to find that they are poisonous. Mary Crowther of Haver de Grace on September 13, 2014:I'm glad to
know what my grandchildren are coming to visit. Melody Lassallo of California on September 13, 2014: I can testify to the fact that hydrangea is poisonous. My sister brought one to the basket. We didn't know he found a leaf. About 15 minutes later, my dog threw up. And then she continued to do it for the next hour and a half. She got rid of all the paper. And she was fine a few hours later. It was scary. I
remember later reading that although it does not produce cyanide, it has cyanide as an effect. It's not usually deadly, but boy, it definitely gave my dog an upset stomach amandascloset0 on May 11, 2014:I I've always held on to the hydrangea and the sweats around my house. I've had other poisonous these two. Therefore, I have become acquainted with what plants are poisonous and what to do if the
child eats them. The best defense for me is to make sure that if you put it in your mouth, it'il make you sick and kill you. GrammieOlivia on May 06, 2014:It's always good to know these kinds of things. Ramona from Arkansas on April 10, 2014: Very informative. Thank you. Your lens is wonderful.burntchestnut on December 03, 2013:We need to constantly teach our children about all plants; what to grow so
they can have food, what to feed if ever you need to, and what plants are poisonous (including mushrooms).blue22d on July 24, 2013:Oh bum! I love the blue iris - I had no idea. He recently visited The Getty Center in Los Angeles, and in his garden they have azaleas - downtown - who would know. Are there any cases that people die from the normal use of the garden? They probably wouldn't eat them -
it's best not to have around young children. Thanks for the information. Diana Grant (author) from the UK on 20 July 2013:@anonymous: : Thank you for your message, which will be addressed as soon as possible. This is an automatic response.anonymous on July 20, 2013:I they always liked hydrangea, they are some of my favorite flowers, but I had no idea they were poisonous! Very informative
lens.liny-tan on May 24, 2013:this is information that should always be kept in my mind! Barbara Walton from France on May 16, 2013: I trained as a landscape architect, so there was little to know about which plants to use, and which plants to avoid. poisonous plants entered the last category, but I did not know that none of these plants were poisonous. Rose Jones on May 10, 2013: This is important
information, especially since my dog likes to chew plants in the garden. Bookmarked so that others can see this info.lionmom100 on May 05, 2013:I I have almost everything of the above in my garden. I try to plant some of our natives in the Northwest, many of which are not poisonous and have been used as food sources by IndiansDiana Grant (author) from the UK on April 24, 2013: @hemantets: Yes, I
have some beautiful artificial silk plants. Thanks for infocheants on April 24, 2013: Really plants like iris, azalea and hydrangea are very dangerous to everyone, these are very toxic, which is very bad for our system. Here we can use artificial azalea and hydrangea plants, I think this site (www.qualitysilkplants.com) is useful to artificially purchase azalea and hydrangea plants. AgingIntoDisabi on March 30,
2013: It is very ironic that some of the most beautiful plants are poisonous. Thanks for informing us know.marsha32 on March 29, 2013: Irises are my favorite flowers. I would never know they were poisonous. Diana Grant (author) from the UK on 29 March 2013, @Lee Hansen: Good! Or should the flowers die? Lee Hansen of Vermont on March 29, 2013:Gives new meaning to the phrase Drop Dead
Beautiful ... Cmadden on January 04, 2013:News about Diana Grant Grant from the United Kingdom on 2 January 2013: @Michey LM: Yes, this is surprising. The thing is, you can still grow them, but just be careful not to stay in contact with them for long, and be sure to wash your hands before touching your mouth. Michey LM on January 01, 2013:I I do not know that iris, azalea and hydrangea can be
poisonous - this is a complete surprise to me... especially because I like iris and azalea. Thanks for the shear!wecompared on June 28, 2012: I learned a lot from this lens!wecomparebooks on June 28, 2012:I I learned a lot from that! Laurie Green from Las Vegas on June 25, 2012: I didn't know Iris was poisoned. I tried to have a poisoned yard when my children were little. Anonymous on June 14, 2012: I
enjoy your website. I didn't know the iris was poisoned. I started planting them in the last few years. Now I'm going to have to put on garden gloves. Thanks for the information. JohnCumbow on May 28, 2012:I never realized that I had all these toxic plants that grow around my country garden. They're all so beautiful. Thanks for the head! Helen-Malmisio on May 22, 2012: Okay, I did not know that any of
these three plants are poisonous - I really learned something useful today, thanks!burntchestnut on May 07, 2012: I know a lot about poisonous plants, because I like to read old mysteries like Agatha Christie.kimark421 on March 26, 2012:Obviously I do not know my poisonous plants, I had no idea that Iris and Azalea were on the list. Thank you! Ladyogle ten on March 18, 2012:Great Lens. Thanks for all
the information. I didn't know that many of these plants were sold.knit1tat2 on March 12, 2012: a nice and informative lens. Anonymous on February 29, 2012: thanks for the informative lens!hsschulte on February 10, 2012:I many of them are growing outwards. I'm going to have to warn my kids. Jules Corriere by Jonboro TN on November 19, 2011: I never knew the Azaleas were poisonous. I found out
That Wisteria was poisonous after my nephew put a capsule in his mouth and began to swell. Thanks for the lenses. It was so interesting! Kim Giancatherino on November 5, 2011: Thanks for the warning. I've never had success with any of these plants, so maybe it's a blessing in disguise. My cats are always pouting on the grass and I'm trying to keep the toxic plants out of the garden. Options on
November 4, 2011: Wow, I had no idea Azalea and Hydrenzzi were poisonous plants! Good to know.sousababy on June 27, 2011:Wow, good to know. I'm not a gardener at all. Thanks for the education.pheonix76 from WNY on June 27, 2011:Thanks for this informative lens! I love all three plants, but I never realized that the iris was poisoned. 1000000 I have a lot of iris plants in my flower garden and there
are a lot of azaleas and hydrangeas around my area. Thanks again for sharing !!!! (: Chardoo on May 31, 2011: Both of these beautiful plants grow everywhere in Puget Sound, Washington State. she had to res plant hers in the front yard for a nice street and keep her three little dogs in the backyard, where they have safe, edible plants. Patricia on May 21, 2011, @Gloriousconfusion: Welcome! Diana
Grant (author) from the UK on May 20, 2011, 2011:@ZenandChic: It is dangerous to eat flowers and leaves, and even honey originating from these plants. Thank you very much for the Angel blessing! Patricia on May 20, 2011:Are they dangerous to touch or eat? I just took pictures of both kinds of flowers... March 10, 2011 , in Canada, March 10, 2011, I didn't know these three beautiful plants were
poisonous. All three grow fruitfully in Vancouver. It is good to know.sukkran trichy from Trichy /Tamil Nadu on 17 February 2011: thanks for the useful information. Cunning on February 15, 2011:This is a great warning to give. It would be terrible if someone's pet was killed by chewing toxic plants! They have beautiful flowers, though... Moe Wood of eastern Ontario on January 26, 2011: I didn't know
hydrangeas were toxic. I have a few in the yard, I'll have to make sure the dog doesn't get into it.Anonymous on December 3, 2010:Toxic plants: I want to find out as much as possible about these plants. We have a very large garden and cemetery, which will cost $8,000 for a fence, and then some native animals can roll over. Fences. We found that all our inhabitants native animals are either scared of
some toxic plants immediately, or they eat a little and then stop immediately. So we can have a great garden and enjoy the view when our animals go out at night to graze only on our lawn. (saves the lawn?) Knowing everything we can about toxic garden plants ensures that we and our animal friends live together. We come from Tasmania, Australia. ICanCook on November 12, 2010:I am a gardener and
would love anything from this site. I didn't know Azalea and Hydranga were poisonous. They're both in the garden. Thanks for info.dustytoes on November 06, 2010: No, I certainly didn't know hydrangeas were poisonous, but when I work around Azalida, I always get an itchy rash. I liked my informative lens and will lensroll.jamesraynor79 on November 03, 2010:Although they are deadly, they are still very
beautiful. If you are looking for beautiful but deadly flowers, check CanadaWideFlowers.com. You can shop flowers for the contents of your heart.tsssfacts on October 26, 2010:Great article. I knew Hydrangea was, but I didn't know about the other two. I believe someone will do well! Diana Grant (author) from the UK on September 21, 2010, 2010:@OhMe: Thank you very much for your blessing - it was
valuable information! Diana Grant (author) from the UK on September 21, 2010, 2010:@Hairdresser007: Well, it's been six months since you announced your intention to distort the iris lens - how you got on have you ever created an iris area? I'm not very good with irises - they look Get overgrown by other plants, or eaten by snails and squirrels, so just two flowers this year (but they were lovely!) Nancy
Tate Hellums from Pendleton, SC on September 21, 2010:Thank you for this valuable information about poisonous garden plants. Barbara Radsavlewicz of Templeton, California on March 28, 2010:Do you think irises are poisonous to both corks and humans? I don't think my goffies ate any of mine, but I thought it was just luck. I planted a lot of daffodils because they must be poisonous to squirrels. The
little rodents seem to be enjoying my lantana. James Jordan in Burbank, California on March 23, 2010:I I love this lens. - That's a great idea. I'm trying to create an iris lens, but I'm waiting for my iris to bloom. I want to create an iris and there's an iris club not far from here, so Hopefully I can get some good info. Thank you for this one!anonymous on March 20, 2010:You wouldn't recognize a toxic flower, I
just haven't read that much. That's good information. I'd like to assign more to the mushrooms we can eat from the wild. That's good information you have here and interesting. - All right, all right! - You're cool! :)Isusibtidal on March 19, 2010:Good information. Did you know that rhubarb leaves are also poisonous. Although I've never heard anyone get sick from them. Also, these poisonous plants lose their
toxicity in the compost pile. Davidfstillwagon on March 13, 2010: Good lens, aelleles will bloom here in the south.5 * JewelRiver on March 13, 2010:This is a great 5-star lens! Stars!
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